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About This Game
We are proudly present a new game in Hidden Object genre from game dave studio AVES GAMES . You are must try
absolutely incredible game in steampunk style which takes place in a world that survived the flooding of the whole earth. Help a
young girl named Blue Hope find her father and discover the secrets behind his scientific activities. Unravel the web of intrigue
and mystery that enveloped the underwater city of Pearl. Only you are able to investigate the disappearance of the brilliant
scientist, and to raise to the surface the mysteries that hide in the ocean depths.
Key features:
- Unique mini games
- Gorgeous storyline
- 3D premium graphic
- Flawless soundtrack
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Title: Embrace of Ocean: Story of Hope
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Aves Games
Publisher:
Aves Games
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2017

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10
Processor: 1.5 GHz
Memory: 256 MB RAM
Graphics: 256 MB VRAM
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 1330 MB available space

English
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embrace of ocean story of hope walkthrough. embrace of ocean story of hope
3\/10!
Open game then close game = all achievements.. Constant crushes. Unable to record games that have more than 15 years.
Bugged in many ways. Don't waste your money.. pretty much a poor mans camp fire lol. its more of a chill game but hard af to
get a fire going...not a game for me though! here is my gameplay of it https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8Huy6DBhlg&t=2s.
Needs local multiplayer like the original for that couch PvP goodness.. I didn't want to write a negative review for my first
review, but there is one glaring issue that needs to be taken care of. Let me start by saying that the game controls well and the
audio before the game starts is fine. But once the game starts and you are watching the active cameras, the audio gets garbled
and is very hard to understand. While for some this may be avoided by not listening to the sound, there are points in the game
where you need the audio to listen to what the security code is changing to. Also there needs to be a way to exit out of the game
from the main menu. As much as I wanted to write a positive review, I can't with the current condition of the game.. It is a very
interesting puzzle/platformer game. It has good puzzles and very challenging if you want to beat each room as fast as possible.
The story is dark and your understanding of it is by reading notes or watching memories that you find throughout your
adventure. It's similar to limbo as Rose, the main character, is very fragile.
Get prepared to see she dying a lot.
A great platform/puzzle game overall, with cute characters doing cute interactions with a nice dark background story and
challenging puzzles.
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I picked it up not knowing what to expect, ive played all the other car building sims and surprisingly this one is way more in
depth than any of them. The amount of combinations of custom builds for the vehicles is insane! The physics need some work
and so do the sounds and the shadow pop ups. But overall I picked this up and couldnt put it down all day.. urine
and♥♥♥♥♥♥of the dogs. I like the game, but I hated the ending because it's to be continued. I feel like I didn't fully finish the
game and I wanted to know what happened since the story was good. The puzzles are easy and you even have a magnifying glass
for the hidden puzzles to help you find items.. Not for me at this stage. Might check back after optimizations and whatnot.
Seems to have some depth and thought behind it so if you dont mind poor optimization have at it champ.. Good casual
platformer. A very tight, well-designed, well-concieved, polished platformer firmly in the vein of N and Super Meat Boy and
Dustforce and all that good stuff. There's just enough new mechanics here to set it apart - the polarity-swapping thing lends
itself to some very cool platforming setups late in the game, and lends itself to a very nice jump-swap-jump-swap rhythm.
Controls are tight and fluid in that special way that just feels good. The excellent sound design and art all hits this very Meatboyish line of being quirky enough to have a distinct personality but not so much that it gets on your nerves.
My only gripes are:
- It's not lacking in value for money, but it feels like a disservice to such a well-designed game that some of the coolest
mechanics are only used in the very last area. Maybe I'm just neurotic, but I would've liked the difficulty curve to be a bit
steeper, and perhaps another area or two to really milk every last drop of potential.
- The final boss requires a skillset that has little to do with everything you've learned up to that point. A bit of an unsatisfying
mess, but mercifully short.
Anyway, I flew through this the day it came out, and it kept me pretty engaged the whole time. It doesn't quite match its
influences in eliciting that twitchy platformer trance state of an afternoon of endless retries, but it does carve a nice little niche
for itself where it puts on a solid effort.. Good game if you dont know what to play.
I am trying to beat every level but it's hard!
If you need a challenge try to beat the game!. Good little game, fun for people who really enjoy MMORPG without any P2W
crud or anything to complicated.. really addicting, but it was only interesting for me for a few hours and it doesnt have much
replayability imo. but for the price its worth picking up, id recommend it
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